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INTRO

Kosovo-war: It started with a lie...

A small gang of grasshoppers is terrorizing a colony
of ants, forcing them to provide them regularly with
food. Due to a mishap, a
whole load of food falls into
the river and one single ant
is rebellious towards the
grasshoppers. They threaten
to come back and require a
double load of food.
Their boss “Hopper” makes
it clear to his gang, why they
absolutely have to go back,
even if they do not depend
on that food: “These tiny
little ants are superior in
numbers and if they should
ever be aware of that fact we
can forget about our
convenient living standard.
It is not about food but about
keeping them under our
thumb.” The grasshoppers
come back. But that one
certain ant determinedly
holds against them: “You
are wrong Hopper! […] We
are not servants of you
grasshoppers! We are much
stronger than you want to
make us believe and you
know that, don’t you?” The
other ants finally start to
understand, approach this
situation unanimously and
wipe out their tormentors!
When will we finally understand?
The Editor (dec.)

dd. Under the pretext of avoi- were falsified and made up:
ding a humanitarian disaster, on • Before the NATO-bombs
March 24, 1999, the NATO there was no humanitarian disasstarted one of the heaviest aerial ter but afterwards there were
warfare operations against the thousands of dead civilians.
former Yugoslavia. Before that, • The story of the concentration
the “Liberation Army of Koso- camp in Pristina was a lie.
vo” (UÇK) and the forces of • Scharping’s assertion of a
order in Yugoslavia through the “massacre of the civilian populaOSZE* were close to finding a tion” in reality was a shootout
political solution. The WDR between Serbian policemen and
report “It started with a lie – soldiers of the UÇK.
Germany’s way into the Koso- • The so called “Horseshoe
vo war”, broadcast in 2001, Plan”** was a fake plan of the
shows how the people of the German ministers Fischer and
participating NATO-countries Scharping.
were deceived and how facts Conclusion: The largest United

Sources:
Disney/PIXAR animation film
1998 “A Bug’s Life”
www.youtube.com/watch?V=
J5puqVIkTE8
www.youtube.com/watch?V=
2wy1vFE-gT0

States Army military base outside the USA is located in Kosovo – established after the invasion of the NATO-troops in 1999.
*Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSZE)
** The “Horseshoe Plan” was a
supposed plan of the Serbian-Yugoslavian government which led to the
systematic expulsion of the KosovoAlbanians.
Sources:
www.youtube.com/watch?Annotation_
id=annotation_2591105365&feature
=iv&src_vid=NqPnn-GD4-k&v=9RwbJ3sGaM
www.ag-friedensforschung.de/themen/
NATO-Krieg/ard08-02-01.html
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Camp_Bondsteel

“History teaches people that history cannot teach people anything.”
Mahatma Ghandi

Is Russia the ultimate goal of the western- controlled revolution?
Before the Crimean crisis, Gerhard Wisnewski* responded to
the question posed by Iranian
radio as to “whether or not the
aim of the western-controlled
revolution also included Russia”: “Yes. The entire geopolitical development is mainly eastward, whether you take North
Africa, from Tunisia to Syria, or
Europe, where the European
Union gathers up all of the coun-

tries to the east and Ukraine is
supposed to be the next bite. Of
course their focus is on Russia,
Putin knows this. […]
Here we have to see if Russia
inevitably will have to take a
more decisive and determined
stand. This depends on how
hard Russia is pressed into the
wall. If an animal is forcefully
driven into a corner it will eventually have to defend itself.”

*Wisnewski was employed as a
journalist by various major
newspapers before he became
known as a free journalist, author, and filmmaker, including
the television feature film “The
RAF-Phantom” amongst others.
Source:
Excerpts from an original article:
http://german.irib.ir/analysen/
interviews/item/255377-interview-mitgerhard-wisnewski

De-escalation actions by the NATO?
we. The NATO summit with 28
foreign ministers took place on
April 1, 2014 in Brussels. The
goal communicated to the outside world was: “De-escalation
of the Crimean conflict”. However reality portrays a different
picture: Military and civil coo-

peration with Russia has been
suspended until further notice.
The aerial surveillance on the
eastern borders will be extended with additional equipment
and military cooperation with
Ukraine will be increased. By
October 2014 eight maneuvers,

including all NATO member
states, are going to take place.
The east partner nations, namely Poland, Romania, Estonia,
Lithuania and Latvia, will receive additional military support.
A prompt increase of troops in
Romania was announced by the
continuation page 2
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USA. Only the foreign minister
of Germany, Steinmeier, warned of these measures and
called them a provocation towards Russia.
Sources:
DLF-News (German radio station) on
April 1, 2014 at 11 and 12 pm as well
as the broadcasting „Das war der Tag“
www.klagemauer.tv, broadcast
from April 2, 2014

Ukrainian patriarch warns
of the EU dictatorship
In his letter from March 14,
2014, the Byzantine Catholic
patriarch warned Ukrainian
bishops that EU resolutions
would become legally binding
if Ukraine joined the EU: Homosexual marriages would be
given the same rights as traditional families. A third gender,
including the two categories
transgender* and intersex**,
has been legally recognized
since February 4, 2014.
Even if member states do not
legalize these perverted forms,
any rejection of the resolutions
is considered as discrimination
and will therefore be prosecuted.
* Transgender describes the deviation from social gender roles or
gender characteristics of the assigned sex at birth.
** In the medical world, intersex
describes people who cannot be
defined as male or female due to
their sexual organs and hormones.
Source:
Original excerpts:
http://vkpatriarhat.org.ua/en/?p=7924

“Transgender starts
with catchwords like
‘tolerance’ yet ends
with a few perverts’
brutal dictatorship
over a big majority.”
Elijah (Patriarch of the Byzantine
Catholic Patriarchy in Ukraine)

US congressman denounces anti-Putin propaganda
During a session of the United
States Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, Congressman Alan Grayson contradicted
the widespread belief that the
annexation of Crimea into Russia has violated the international law: “Now in fact the Russians did assist, they assisted by
disarming the local army and
navy […]. They did that so that

the Ukrainian army and navy where in the world. […] The
could not interfere in the refer- basic principle here is self-deterendum that was held. […]Why mination,”
Grayson
said.
are we speaking about stealing “That's what’s happened in the
Crimea, […] or a bully bear Crimea and it’s not for us to
Putin or a Cold War II?” Gray- determine otherwise.”
Sources: Original excerpts from
son continued. […] “We should
www.c-span.org/video/?C4488111/
be pleased to see when a virtualalan-grayson-opening-comments
ly bloodless transfer of power
www.klagemauer.tv/?A=
establishes self-determination
showtodaybroadcast&blockid=
671&id=2697&autoplay=true
for a two million people some-

For whose interests
does the “new” Ukrainidec. On March 28, 2014 the per “20 Minuten” supposes that an parliament work?
Media lie:
So what’s the Germans’ state of mind in reality?!
Swiss popular daily “20 Minuten”
wrote: “Germans dismantle their
idol”. This was referring to the
former German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, who had described
the procedure of the Russian president Putin on the Crimean Peninsula as “absolutely understandable”* and called the sanctions
initiated by the EU and the USA
“nonsense”. You can read in the
“20 Minuten” that the German
people “are extremely critical” of
him. Referring to two articles
from the online newspapers
“Bild.de” and “Spiegel.de” the pa-

these reports represent the mindset of all Germans. However,
more than 1.000 comments on
the article prove that almost 99%
of all Germans share the same
opinion as Helmut Schmidt.
* in the weekly magazine “Die Zeit”
Sources:
www.20min.ch/ausland/news/story/Die
-Deutschen-demontieren-ihr-Idol18377275
www.bild.de/ka/p/ugc/35255330/com
ment/popular
www.spiegel.de/polik/deutschland/
helmut-schmidts-verstaendnis-fuerputin-kommentar-nikolaus-blome-a961024.html

“There is nothing good, except you do it!”
Erich Kästner

Manipulation of opinion: Radio SRF1 hides facts
hc. During the Suisse debate on
whether or not mammograms are
necessary for all women older
than 50, two experts got a chance
to speak on Radio SRF1* on February 3, 2014: According to the
“Swiss Medical Board” regular
screening causes more harm than
good. In contrast Thomas Cerny,
chairman of Oncosuisse, postulates that it is necessary to introduce screenings in Switzerland
nationwide. But Radio SRF1 conceals important background information: Whereas “Swiss Medical
Board” is a committee of specialists, which is independent from

administration, service providers,
and industrial interests; Oncosuisse is sponsored by pharmaceutical companies producing and
selling chemotherapeutic drugs.
Each cancer patient increases
their profit.
Now make up your mind: Which
one can you trust?
* Swiss Radio- and TV-Channel
Sources:
Radio SRF1, 3rd Feb. 2014, “8
O’Clock News”
www.medical-board.ch/fileadmin/docs/
public/mb/Fachberichte/2013-12-15_
Bericht_Mammographie_Final_rev.pdf
http://sakk.ch/de/sponsoren/
www.krebsliga.ch/de/helfen/Unterneh
menskooperationen/sponsoren_/

uw. Whoever still believes the
Ukrainian people had a revolution is taught better by current
news. In their second round on
March 27, 2014, the “new”
Ukrainian parliament decided to
decrease the payments for social
welfare and pensions, to be followed by massive tax increases
and gas prices raised by 50%.
The reason is said to be that the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) will allow credit under
these conditions. Is this in the
interest of the Ukrainian people?! On the Crimean peninsula,
which joined Russia through referendum, pensions have been
increased.
Source:
News in “Deutschlandfunk” (German
Radio Station), March 27, 2014 at 11
and 12 pm.

Closing Point ●
What about the “rebellious”
little ant?
We are not “servants” of
the media and politicians,
who want to keep us under
their control.
We are greater in number
and stronger and they
know this very well.
Therefore, every newly won
courier of the V&C makes
us become a chain which
can’t be overcome.
The Editor (dec.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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